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expressed hope that he would exercise moderating influence
at St. Petersburg, he said that now, in view of the extraor-
dinarily stiff character of the Austrian Note, he "felt quite
helpless as far as Russia was concerned/' He then made
his own mediation proposal, and added to it Cambon's plan
for restraining Austria:
The only chance I could see of mediating or moderating
influence being effective, was that the four Powers, Ger-
many, Italy, France and ourselves, should work together
simultaneously at Vienna and St. Petersburg in favor of
moderation in the event of the relations between Austria
and Russia becoming threatening.
The immediate danger was that in a few hours Austria
might march into Serbia and Russian Slav opinion demand
that Russia should march to help Serbia; it would be very
desirable to get Austria not to precipitate military action
and so to gain more time. But none of us could influence
Austria in this direction unless Germany would propose and
participate in such action at Vienna,44
Next day, having heard from Buchanan that 3M Sazonov
"thought that Russia would at any rate have to mobilize,"45
Sir Edward Grey made to Russia his proposal for mediation
between Austria and Russia by the four less directly inter-
ested Powers,46
In view of the sweeping statement often made that Ger-
many blocked all Sir Edward Grey's peace proposals, it is
interesting to note the attitude of Germany, and compare
it with that of Russia and France.
Germany at once expressed approval.   On Saturday
44 Grey to Rumbold, July 24, 7:45 P.M.; B.D., 99. For Lichnowsky's
account of this conversation see K.D., 157, and A.R.B., II, 15. Grey's
telegram was also sent to British Ambassadors in Paris, St. Petersburg,
Vienna, and Rome for their information.
45B.D., 101,
46 He explained it directly to Count Benckendorff in London (BD.,
132), and telegraphed it to Buchanan in St. Petersburg (July 25* 2:15
P.M.; B.D, 112).

